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Abstract 
This th sis will develop material regarding the Korteweg-d Vri s (KdV) 
equation, a nonlinear partial diff rential equation which has oli ton olution . 
We introduc th quation with its hi tory and establish some pr liminari s 
in §1. In §2, w will xamine the soliton olutions and the uniqu n ss of such. 
We will also speak of the construction of multiple soliton solution , a w ll as 
other olutions. N xt, the conservation properties of the KdV equation will 
b visit d then th properti s of int racting solitons. In §3 we will di cu the 
historical num rica! schemes for the KdV equation, including finit differ nee 
methods, p udo pectral methods, collocation, and finite el m nt methods. 
We will comment on their accuracy and efficiency. Contained within §4 i 
a selection of numerical scheme which wer implemented (and in on case, 
improved!) by the author. 
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1 Introduction 
This section will discuss some of the history surroun ling th KdV qua-
tion the physical ontext of it , and a synop i of the rest of thi paper. 
1.1 From Discovery to First Numerical M ethods 
Th d v lopment of th quation which i now termed th KdV equation 
can be hown to span a time period of approximately 60 years from tim of 
observation until it present form. The most interesting olution of th KdV 
equation consi t of olitons, waves which maintain their profile as they travel 
and which retain their identities when interacting with other like waves. 
The fir t recorded origin of the phenom na described can be trac d back 
to 1 34. A Scottish naval engin r (and lecturer at Edinburgh Univ rsity) 
named John Scott Russell was at Union Canal at Hermiston, testing the effi-
ciency of the propelling force of a canal boat with its resultant spe d. Rus ell 
called the persi ting wave a Wave of Tran lation2 , sine the wave maintain d 
its profile as it travell d down th canal. He presented the following from 
his paper [24] at the Fourte nth Meeting of the British Association for the 
Advancem nt of S ience in 1 44: 
"I was observing the motion of a boat which was rapidly drawn along a 
narrow channel by a pair of horses, when the boat suddenly stopped - not so 
the mass of water in the channel which it had put in motion; it accumulated 
round the prow of the vessel in a state of violent agitation, then sudd nly 
leaving it behind, rolled forward with great velocity, assuming the form of a 
large solitary elevation, a rounded, smooth and well-defined heap of water 
which continued it course along the channel apparently without change of 
form or diminution of speed. I followed it on horseback and overtook it 
still rolling on at a rate of ome eight or nine miles an hour, preserving its 
original figure some. thirty feet long and a foot to a foot and a half in h ight. 
Its height gradually diminished, and after a chase of one or two mile I lo t 
it in the windings of the channel. Such, in the month of A ugu t 1 34, was 
2 translation quite literally mean "carrying acros·" 
1 
my first chance interview with that singular and beautiful phenomenon which 
I have called the Wave of Translation". 
Aft r exp riencing the phenom na of th wave Ru ell built in his back 
yard a thirty-foot ba in in which he tried (and succeeded in) r cr ating such 
waves. H pr s nted his results in th afar mentioned Me ting, including 
sketches, which can be found in [24] . 
Then, a period of many years pas ed in which the math matical expla-
nation for this ph .nomena appar ntly w nt un xamined. In Ru sell 's word , 
"[ .. . ] it now remained to the mathematician to predict the di cov ry after 
it had happ n d i.e. to give an a priori d monstration a po teriori. ' [24] 
In 1 71, French mathematician Jo eph Valentin Boussine q publish d math-
ematical explanation [3] for the ob rvations of Ru sell.3 Five years later 
Lord Rayl igh (Jolm William Strutt) publi hed hi th oretical inv tigations 
of the Wave of Translation. Coincidentally the two theories were v ry simi-
lar. From Rayl igh [23] : "I have lately een a memoir by M. Boussine q (. .. ] 
in which is contained a theory of the solitary wave very similar to that of this 
paper. So as far as our results are common, the credit of priority belongs of 
course to M. Boussinesq. " 
Bou inesq es entially obtained th same equation that Korteweg and de 
Vrie were to derive [16]. Two of hi quation were 
0 (1. 1) 
w(t, x) (1.2) 
wher l i th undisturbed lev 1 of the liquid, u is the amplitude of th wave 
(vani hing at x ~ ), and g i th con tant of gravity [3]. 
Sixty-on y ar after the first ob ervations of Russell, two men named 
Diederik Johannes Korteweg and Gu tav d Vrie (apr viou doctoral tu-
dent of the former) pr sented a paper whi h was based on the doctoral the i 
of de Vrie . It wa becau e of the wid pr ad fame of this paper that their 
equation was ventually to b called th 'Kart weg-de Vries [KdV] equation' . 
OTJ = ~ !E~ (~772 + ~QT} + ~() 821'} ) 
at 2 V Tax 2 3 3 ax2 (1.3) 
3Bou sincsq's paper is appended at the end of this paper. 
2 
where rJ is the el vation above the water level l, g is gravity a is a small 
constant which allows for a correction to the wave velocity and a- = L3
3 
- Tl pg 
(where p i density and T is th capillary ten ion at the surface of the fluid) 
[17]. 
The KdV equation can be derived using the work of Bou sinesq [3]. ub-
stituting Boussinesq's latter equation into the former we r move th dep n-
dence on the wav speed w(x, t) and retrieve 
ou + ~ {ff_!_ (~u2 + ~lu + l3 o2u) = 0 
ot 2 v l ox 2 3 9 ox2 (1.4) 
Bous in q's re ulLs differ in the respect that Boussinesq s work involves a 
fixed reference fram (t , x). Using the tran formation 
~ = x - ( /9i - fzrx) t 
T = t 
and, ignoring th add d velocity [16], and setting the capillary t nsion T to 
zero, we get th KdV quation: 
Oll 3 (9 o ( 1 2 2 1 o2u) 
OT = 2V To~ 2u + 3au + 3a- o~2 (1.5) 
In 1965 orman Zabusky and Martin Kruskal [29] performed om nu-
m rica! xperiments with the KdV equation. Specifically, th y how d that 
certain initial conditions evolved into a finite et of travelling waves, ea h like 
the wave that Ru sell had observed. Most importantly, their re ults showed 
that a collision of two uch travelling waves resulted in no change to the waves 
(other than phas ·hift). These particle-like behaviour of the wav is what 
infiu nc d th two m n to call the travelling waves "soliton ' [7, p. 14-15]. 
This r sult is arguably what made renown d the work of Korteweg and d 
Vri s. Kru kal tat s that, ' Together with profe or Norman J. Zabusky, I 
am th per on who, more than anyone else, re u citated (p rhaps r vitalized 
is the right word) the Korteweg-d Vries equation after its long p riod of, if 
not oblivion, at least neglect.' [1 , p. 1] 
Aft r the work of Gardner, Green , Kru kal, and Miura, which involv d 
scattering theory, xact solutions of the KdV equation could b found. The 
year 1975 brought about a pap r by Bona and Smith [2] gave analytical so-
lution for the initial value problem forth KdV [2]. Fornb rg and Whitham 
3 
(197 ) devised a pseudospectral method which was th fastest m thad to 
date, to the KdV equation [9]. It used three fast Fourier tran forms per time 
step. 
Th 1980s contained the perhaps the most significant development with 
the numerical solution of the KdV equation. Sanz-Serna and Christi di-
vis d a modified Petrov-Galerkin finite elem nt method, and compared their 
method to the leading methods that had been developed to date: Zabu ky-
Kruskal's finite difference method, the hopscotch method by Greig and Mor-
ris, the Petrov-Galerkin method, and their 'modifi d' Petrov-Galerkin method. 
Their 'modified' method was fourth order accurate in space. The errors of 
the methods are ordered from most to least. 
Also in the 1980's, Taha and Ablowitz compa.red eight numerical methods 
[27]. They compared previous finite differ nee methods finite element meth-
ods, Fourier transform methods, and pseudospectral methods against their 
'local cheme' . While their results were significant, they apparently were un-
aware of the work that was accompished two years prior by Sanz-Serna and 
Chri tie, and thusly did not compare the aforementioned's modified P trov-
Gal rkin method. 
The last major numerical m thad comparison was presented in a paper 
by ouri and Sloan in 19 9 [22]. They compared six Fourier p eudosp ctral 
methods, including the ' local scheme' introduced by Taha and Ablowitz. The 
results of Nouri and Sloan showed that the 'local scheme' was more fficient 
for the one-soliton solution, but inferior to some other m thods when applied 
to the two-soliton solution. They did not conduct experiments with thr e or 
more solitons. 
In 1997, Brunner and Roth [4] used collocation in both spatial and tem-
poral coordinates with B-splines. They compar d the method to Fornberg 
and Whitham's p3eudospectral method, finding that although collocation 
with two Gauss points was slower than the aforementioned pseudo p ctral 
method in general, it had a smaller error. 
The most r cent r sults are by far the most xciting. Yan and Shu in 2001 
[28] used a local discontinuous Galerkin method. It was shown to ob y con-
servation laws and ·was of ord r k + 1 where k is the power of the polynomials 
used in th method . The authors even conveniently includ d a gen ralization 
to multiple spatial dimensions! 
The items mention d above are not comprehensive; rath r , they respre-
sent what the author of this paper consid rs significant enough to giv a 
piecewise continuous approximation of the development of numerical solu-
4 
tions to the KdV equation. The reader if d siring to a quire a smoother 
curve with respect to its hi tory is directed towards the work of Kru kal4 , 
Tappert, Goda, Chen & Kerkhoven, and other .5 
Th author hope that th mathematical ontents of thi paper ar at 
least as interesting as the history le on just told. 
1.2 Physical Context 
Th quation in the 1 95 paper by Kort weg and d Vries [17] looked 
different than the ' modern" ver ion that we write. Their model quation 
was 
art 3 {9 a ( 1 2 2 1 8 2rt ) 
at = 2V Tax 2rt + 3art + 3!3 ox2 
where T7 is the levation abov th water level l, g is gravity, a i a small 
constant which allows for a corr ction to th wave velocity, and (3 = L3
3 
- Tt pg 
(where pis density and Tis the capillary t nsion at the surface of the fluid). 
After years of development the KdV equation is written in a mor con-
venient form6 , with th physical con tants liminated: 
Ut - 6UUx + Uxxx = 0 (1.6) 
where we are letting u := u(t, x) denote th urface of a wave in hallow 
water. As usual, x will represent the physi al position and , as xpect d , 
t will r pr sent time. The subscripts refer to partial derivatives Ut := ~~ 
U ·- au u ·- 83u X •- ax > XXX · - &X!· 
The KdV equation describes the movement of shallow water wave . This 
equation i the impl st equation which is both nonlinear and i di p r iv [7, 
p. 6]. This equation has infinit ly many conserved quantiti (thi r mark 
will b revisited in §2.6). Singl (solitary wave) soliton solution of this 
4His " uggested" scheme in the work of Taha & Ablowitz (19 3) 
5T he work of the ' 'other' persons can be acce ·sed by reading th s cond-gcneration 
referen cs of this paper. 
6The curious appearance of the 6 is present for cas of computation for the ( ompl te) 
integrability of this equation. 
5 
dispersive partial differential equation are given by 
c c 2 
u(t,x) = 2 ( ) = -2 s ch (k) 2 cosh k (1. 7) 
where k := ( {j (x - ct) ). The peed of the wave is given by c. In the case 
when c = 0 we hav that u(t, x) = 0 for all t and all x. That is, as one would 
intuitively want and would physically demand, when the wave has no spe d, 
the solution is zero everywhere. Alternatively, "a wave that isn't moving i n't 
a wave at all. " A bri f mental xperiment with the function u(t) = sech2 (t) 
shows that if we Jet t __. ± , then the solution u approaches zero. Thus, 
solutions of the KdV equation asymptotically approach zero. 
Many equations are both integrable and have soliton solutions7 , but the 
KdV equation is touted as the prototypical one [18, p. 5]. As an aside, note 
that a nonlinear equation can have a solitary wave solution that is not a 
soliton; for example, Burger's quation and th 'traffic light problem". The 
soli tary wave solution of the KdV equation, however, is a soliton. 
These solutions are waves, and can interact strongly a if there had b en 
no interaction. Zabu ky and Kruskal denoted the word " oliton" to d scribe 
such waves. They chose such a term to emphasize the character of the waves 
which behaved much like a particle such as a photon, which also r tains its 
id ntity after a collision with another photon [7, p . 14-15] . Using the words 
of Kruskal [18, p. 5], "A soliton is a solitary traveling wave, but only in a 
solution of an equation special in the right way to support waves with the 
strong stability, or persistence of form through nonlinear interaction , that 
led Norman and me to give them such a particle-like name." 
Waves described by the KdV equation have the following principles: First, 
solitary waves have the shape sech2(x-ct). This shape has the property that 
as the argument (x- ct) approach s infinity, the hape disappears. Secondly, 
a wave with a large amplitude travels fast r than a wave with le s amplitude. 
When discussing &uch waves, the terms 'larger' and 'smaller ' are used in 
the comparative sense. There is no minimum of maximum for which this 
comparison does not apply. Thirdly, when a larg r wave and smaller wave 
cro s paths the only change that occurs is that of displa m nt; th ir shapes 
and wave speeds do not change. Fourthly, if th re is a sufficiently larg initial 
mass of water, then th re will be produced two or mor ind pend nt soli tary 
waves. 
7such as the sine-Gordon equation Utt - u,, + in u = 0. 
6 
The term soliton is now defined . We ref r to Drazin and Johnson [7, p. 
15], who as ociate th word soliton with any olut ion of a nonlinear system 
which 
1. Repre nt a wave of perman nt form. 
2. Is localized such that it approaches a con tant a x -7 for a fixed t. 
3. Can interact with other such wave and still retain its identity. 
Interacting oliton undergo displacem nt. The nonlinearity of the KdV 
equation allow for thi intere ting phenomena. Relative to the posit ion in 
which the tw wav would b with linear int raction, th taller wav has 
moved forward, and the shorter on has moved backward. Th eli plac ment 
of two interacting olitons i di cu sed in §2.7. 
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Figure 1: Illustration f two interacting solitons. 
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2 Soliton Solutions 
There ar everal types of olution to the KdV equation. Some of them 
are rational olutions, similarity solutions [7, p. 30-32], and th on cov red 
by th scope of this paper, the soliton olutions. 
2.1 Soliton Solutions 
Recall the common version of the KdV equation: 
Ut - 6uux + Uxxx = 0 
X E (- ), t ~ 0 
where u := u(t, x) denotes the surfac of a wave in shallow water. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
W e k travelling wav solutions of thi equation. That i , we ar look-
ing for solution f(x - ct) and g(x + ct) for f and g which COlT pond to 
d'Alembert s solution. vVe choo to look at the right-travelling wave , 
u(x, t) = J(~) wh re ~ = x - ct where c is a constant which pertains to 
the peed of the wave. We hav 
- cj'- 6f J' + !"' 0 
-cf - 3j2 + J" = A 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
for some arbitrary constant A. Using J' a an integrating factor , w r trieve 
(2.5) 
for some other arbitrary constant B . If on assumes the boundary condition 
that as ~ ---t ±oo the function f and all of its derivatives ---t 0, th n thi 
impli s that our arbitrary constant ar both zero; thus 
(2 .6) 
Th r adcr may recall that d 'Alembert's elution to the wave equation Utt = c2u xx is 
given by any sum of the form u(x, t) = J(x- ct) + g(x + ct) . 
Thus a real solution exists if (!')2 2: 0; that is, 2/ + c 2: 0. Continuing 
with th solution, we have 
(!')2 f 2(2f +c) , 
If' I 1!1(2/ + c)l/2 
f' ±j(2f + c)l/2, 
df 
±j(2f + c)l/2, - = d~ 
df 
± d~, f(2f + c)l/2 J df f(2f + c) 112 ± J d~. (2 .7) 
U ing the ub titution f = - ~ sech2 (B) (c 2: 0), we get that 
J df f(2f + c)l/2 -
(] 
c 
2 
!(~) = f(x- ct) (2. ) 
wh r th con tant x0 is the phase shift which denot s the po ition of the 
peak at f(x , 0). sing typical notation of a solution of th KdV equation, 
define u(x, t) := j( ::r; , t). Thus, we have found a wave u E C of perman nt 
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form which vani hes9 at x ---+ oo: 
Ut- 6uux + Uxxx 0, X E (- ) t > 0 (2.9) 
c 2 (Vc ) u(x, 0) = - 2 ech 2 (x- xo) 
u(x, t ) 0 asx---+± 
2.2 Uniqueness 
As is typical of a uniquene proof, fir t assume that th r are two elu-
tions, u and v, both which satisfy the KdV and have the am initial condition 
u(x, 0) = v(x, 0) = f( x). Subtracting on from the other , w have 
0 
- (u - v) ot 
ow 
{::=:::}-
at 
ou ov o3(u- v) 
u!:l - v!:l + .(:) 3 uX ux uX 
o(u- v) ( )ov o3(u- v) 
u ox + u - v ox + ox3 
ow ov o3w 
u ox + w ox + ox3 
wh re w(x, t) := u(x, t) - v(x, t). Multiply (2.10) by w and integrat with 
resp ct to x : 
ow 
wat 
·1 WWt dx 
1 (u- v)(u - v)t dx 
ow 2 ov o
3w 
wu!:l +w !:l +w~, 
ux ux ux 
= 1 WWxU + W 2Vx + WWxxx dx , 
1 w 2Vx + WWx U + WWxxx dx (2. 10) 
9 Technically, the wave is asymptotically constant at infinity; we just chos that constant 
to be zero. 
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- - + .:.__ - uv dx Joo d (u2 "'2 ) -00 dt 2 2 
- -(u- v )2 dx d !00 1 dt _00 2 
- -w2 dx d !00 1 dt _00 2 (2.11) 
where we used the fact that w ---t 0 as x ---t oo since u and v each approach 
zero as x ---t oo, which are our boundary conditions. 
Defining E(t) = f~oo ~w2 dx, we have 
- -~w2 dx d ;·oo .. 
dt - 2 
d 
-- E(t) dt 
1
00 
w
2 (vx - ~u,c) dx, 
! 00 1 -oo w2 (vx - 2ul,) dx, 
! 00 1 1 -w2 · 2(v - -u ) dx 2 X 2 X l 
-oo 
J 1 ! 00 1 < -w2 dx · 2(v - -u ) dx 2 X 2 X l -oo -oo 
E (t) · 21
00 
(vx - ~ux) dx, 
mE(t). (2.12) 
where m := 2 max!vx - ~ux ! · We clearly have an ordinary diff rential equa-
tion, 
dE(t ) = E( ) 
dt m t ' (2.13) 
which of course ha.c; the solution E (t) = E (O) emt. If our initial condition 
vanishes, then E(t) is also forced to zero. Since we had assumed that 
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u(x, 0) = v(x 0) = J(x), we have that w(x, 0) = u(x, 0) - v(x, 0) = 0 and 
thus that 
E(O) = ~ [ w2 (x, 0) dx = 0 (2.14) 
From above, E(O) ---+ 0:::} E(t) ---+ 0. Thus, w(x, t) = 0. Explicitly, we have 
w(x, t) = u(x, t) - v(x, t) = 0. Therefore u(x, t) = v(x, t) , m aning that 
the two olutions 1;1re identical, and that a solution of the KdV quation is 
unique. 
2.3 Construction and B ehaviour of Soliton Solut ions 
A solution which has the form of multiple solitons is actually set from the 
initial condition. If the initial profile can b written in the form 
u(x, 0) = -n(n + 1) sech2 (x) (2.15) 
for n a positive integer, then the solution will evolve into a system of xactly 
n soliton [7][also see §2.7]. 
In the case that the coefficient for the initial condition cannot be con-
structed in this manner, then a dispersive wav will occur [7, p. 3, 45-4 ]. 
We leave the oliton solutions with a r mark taken from Drazin and John-
son [7]. There is a dispersive-wave-only solution which occurs only when th 
initial profile is a positive sech2 function, ie 
u(x, 0) =a sech2 (x) (2.16) 
for som a E JR. 
2.4 Rational Solutions 
Anoth r class of solutions of th KdV equation are called rational solu-
tions, and all of th m are singular. Starting again from the KdV equation 
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Ut - 6uux + Uxxx = 0, assume that the elution u is a function of only x, i.e. 
u = u(x) , and that u and its derivatives ---+ 0 as x ---+ ± . Th n we hav 
that 
-6uu' + tt'" = 0 (2 .17) 
We integrate this and then solve: 
u'" 6uu' 
u" 3u2 
2u" 6u2 
2u" · u' 6u2 · u' 
(u')2 2u3 
u' J2'u~ j u-~ 
-du V2 j dx 
-J2u- ~ X 
2 
u(x) u(x , t ) = 2 X (2.1 ) 
which is clearly singular at x = 0. 
The "next" rational solution , which corresponds to the solution which 
involves two solitons [7], is 
u(x, t) = 6x(x3 - 24t) / (x3 + 12t)2 (2.19) 
which becomes singular when x 3 = - 12t. 
As on might infer at this point, there is a rational solution for each 
solution which involves any number of solitons. The rational solutions can be 
found by taking an appropriate limit in each initial profile which corresponds 
to n soli tons [7] where each initial profile is as mentioned above in §2.3. 
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2.5 Conserved Quantities 
Starting again from the KdV quation, 
Ut - 6uux + U xx x = 0 
we note that it i already in conservation form 
where T := u and X: = Uxx - 3u2 . 
If T and X x are integrable and u atisfies the KdV equation, th n 
1 udx = A 
for some con tant A. This condition appli s for all solution of th KdV 
equation which vanish at infinity. 
Multiply th KdV equation by u and retrieve 
(2.20) 
which i quival nt to 
- - u + - uu - -u - 2u = 0 8 ( 1 2) 8 ( 1 2 3) Ot 2 OX XX 2 X l 
which is alr ady in conservation form ft(T) + t x(X) where T and X are now 
defined by T := ~u2 and X := UUxx - 2u;- 2ua. T hus 
1 u 2 dx = A (2.21) 
for some constant A. 
2.6 An Infinity of Conservation Laws 
Surprisingly, there are an unlimit d numb r of con ervation laws for th 
KdV. Perhap ven more surprising i th ituation surrounding the proof 
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of the claim. The discovery was made rather simultaneously in a rigorous 
ense of the term; Kruskal and Miura wer in on location having proven the 
existence of such laws. As they were examining the result , Gardner called to 
inform the two gentlemen of his (different) proof of the xistence of th laws. 
Starting from the Gardner transformation [7, p. 92-95] , 
(2.22) 
we apply this to the KdV equation: 
Ut - 6uux + Uxxx = Wt + EWxt + 2c2WWt 
6(w + EWx + c2w2)(wx + EWxx + 2c2Wwx) 
+ W xxx + EWxxxx + 2c2(wwx)xx · 
The u in the above equation is a solition of the KdV equation if w i a solution 
of the equation 
which is already in conservation form (again) 
a a 2 2 3 fJt ( W) + ox ( Wxx - 3 w - 2c W ) 
(the Gardner equation) that is, gt (T) + Jx (X) with T := w and X ·-
WxX - 3w2 - 2c2w3 . oting that w ---+ u as c ---+ 0 we represent w a an 
asymptotic expansion. As c ---+ 0, we have a formal power seri s in c 
00 
w(x, t ; c) ,....., L cnwn(x, t) 
n=O 
2 2 wo + cW1 + c w + ... 
U - EUx- c2 (u2 - Uxx) + ... 
with the coefficient of each power of c being a conservation law for the KdV. 
Also, only the coefficients of the even power of c are nontrivial cons rvation 
laws. For a full proof of these points, see the work of Gardner et al. [10]. 
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2. 7 Interacting Solitons 
Using inverse s~attering [7, p. 72-76], the two-soliton solution can be writ-
ten as 
( ) __ ?3 + 4cosh(2x- 8t) + cosh(4x- 64t) u X, t - L 2 . (3cosh(x- 28t) + cosh(3x- 36t)) 
(2.23) 
The interaction of these two solitons can be seen by introducing ~ 
x - 16t. We substitute this in (2.23) and get 
( ) __ 2 3 + 4cosh(2~ + 24t) + cosh(40 U X, t - 1 2, (3cosh(~- 12t) + cosh(3~ + 12t)) 
which can be expanded for t ~ ±oo. If a wave moving at speed 16 xists, 
then we have 
1 
u(x, t) rv -8 sech2 (2~ =f 2[og3) as t ~ ±oo, ~ = X - 16t, 
and for a wave which exists and moves at speed 4, we have 
1 
u(x, t) rv -2 sech2 (77 ± 2log3) as t ~ ±oo, 77 =X- 4t. 
Since the error terms are exponentially small [7], these two asymptotic 
waves can be combined: 
1 1 
u(x, t)"' -8 sech2 (2.; =f 2tog3)- 2 sech
2 (77 ± 2 zog3), (2.24) 
as t ~ ±oo, .; = x- 16t, 77 = x- 4t. 
Now we have a solution at infinity of two solitary waves with explicit phase 
shifts. The larger wave is shifted further ahead at the distance x = ~ log 3 
and the smaller wave is shifted backwards at the distance x = ~ log 3, as 
shown by (2.24). 
For the case of N solitons, the solut ion of the Marchenko equation [7, p. 
56-60] yields the algebraic system 
AL+B = 0, 
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wher Bn and Ln are column vectors each of length N , where 
B n = c~ (0) exp (8n3t - nx) and each ~; is the coefficient of discrete eigenval-
ues w(x)i rv ciexp (-K:iX) (as X- 0) where K:i =I K:j for any i,j . The matrix 
A is of size NxN with elements 
A _ ,- 2 exp (- ( K:m + K:n) X) mn- Umn + Cm , K:m + K,, 
wher bmn is the Kronecker delta function. 
The solution of this system is [7] 
The asymptotic form of the solution is 
u(x , t) rv -2n2 sech2(n(x- 4n2t) =f Xn), 
IIN In_ m lsgn(n-m) 'n+m ' 
m=l ,m ;in 
exp (2xn) = 
for n = 1 : N. Again, the error terms are exponentially small and the N 
asymptotic waves can be written as 
N 
u(x, t) rv -2 L sech2 ((nx- 4n2t) =f Xn) as t- ±oo. (2.25) 
n=l 
Thus, there are · separate solitons which comprise the solut ion, with the 
largest wave at th front of the wavetrain, followed by the next largest, et 
cetera, such that the waves are ordered from largest to smallest due to their 
velocities [7]. The phase shifts in each wave can be computed in a similar 
manner as shown in the beginning of this section §2.7. 
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3 Numerical Schemes for KdV 
It is important to note that some author write th KdV equation with 
a change of coefficient in the nonlinear term. For instance, Ut + 6uux + Uxxx 
is used instead of ~Lt - 6uux + Uxxx· In the ca e that the literature makes 
a change in thi manner, then the references to the KdV equation with the 
nonlinear term written as either -6uux, +6uux, -uux, or +uux will be called 
KdV, +KdV, KdV _, and KdV + respectively. In the case that the KdV + or 
the + KdV equation is used, then the ini tial condit ions will have their signs 
chang d with respect to how they are written in the re t of this paper. 
3.1 Explicit Finite Difference M ethods 
In both the implicit and explicit finite difference methods, we u e a mesh 
on the patial domain of N equidistant points, with the distanc betw n 
each point being h := b..x (unless otherwise tated). The temporal domain 
is discretized uniformly in steps of k := b..t. The subscripts of a function u 
refer to the spatial steps and the superscripts refer to the temporal steps. 
For xample, uj+i ~ u(x + 26.x, t- b..t) = u(x + 2h, t- k). 
3.1.1 Zabusky & Kruskal 
Zabusky and Kruskal were the first to publish numerical results on the 
interaction of solitons on the KdV + equation. 
Ut + UUx + E2Uxxx = 0 , 
X E (- ,oo),t > 0, 
with initial condition of u(x, 0) =cos (1T'x) . 
(3. 1) 
The presence of the E2 often appears in lit rature one rning the numer-
ical olution of th KdV problem. The main focus of th ir pap r was the 
interaction of the solitons and the recurrence of the initial condition that 
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they had set: "In conclusion, we should emphasize that [ ... ] all [of] the soli-
tons arrive almost in the same phase and almost reconstruct th initial state 
through the nonlinear interact ion. This process proceeds onward , and [ ... ] 
on again has a "near recurrence" which is not as good as the fir t recurrence." 
[29, p. 242] This "recurrence" was revisited by Goda in 1977 [13]. 
As we will not delve into the derivation of the method, the read r is 
assumed to know central finite difference approximations to at least the third 
derivative: 
J'(xo) 
!"' ( xo) 
for a function f at a point x0 with uniform mesh spacing h := /::,x. T he 
sub cripts y re£ r to the values f (xo + yh). 
We seek a finite difference approximation of second order in both vari-
ables. Zabusky and Kruskal chos to u e a three-point average for th ap-
proximation of u, t hat is 
1 f (xo) ~ 3(!I + fo + f -1) · 
Using approximations as described, we have the following finite difference 
method for (3.1): 
un+ l -u~-1 
J J 
(3.2) 
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Thu we hav an explicit finite differenc method for the KdV quation. 10 
The method ha a truncation error of 0 ( ( 6.t) 2 ) + 0 ( ( 6.x) 2 ) and requir that 
6.t I 1 I 2 6.x -2Umax + (6.x)2 ~ 3}3 
in ord r to be table [27, p.233]. 
As one may infer from the stability condition, this method unfortunately 
needs a small time step, and is thus on of the slow st respectable methods 
available to dat . To its credit, it is an accurate method, and due to this fact 
it is a benchmark against which oth r methods are compar d. 
3 .2 Implicit Finite Difference Methods 
3 .2.1 Gr ig & Morris's "Hopscotch" m ethod 
Again looking at the KdV equation written as Ut + uux + Uxxx observe 
that 
(3.3) 
Now we approximate ~u; using a central difference approximation. Define 
w(x, t) := ~u2 (x , t ). Then we have 
which has a truncation error of 0(6.x2 ) [14]. 
10For the ini t ia l time step, one can u e the uncentcred scheme uj = u~ - 6'itx (u~+l + 
0 0 ) ( 0 0 ) 2 /j,t ( 0 2 0 2 0 0 ) 1Lj + Uj - L 1Li+ l - Uj - L - E 2(1j,x)3 1Lj+2 - 1Lj+ l + 1LJ-L - uj-2 · 
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Using a forward difference cheme in time, and a central diff r n with 
the linear term, we have the explici t m thod 
2 
where w := ~. 
Eventually ( [14]), we find the a lgebraic system 
Avm+l = K 
1 f& 0 
-[b· 1 f& 
where A = 0 
0 
0 
) 
-[& 1 W VN-2 
0 0 -[& 1 
m+l 
K = [K1 , K 3, ... , I<N-2] and p = ~~ = *· 
This m thod has a truncation error of 0((6t)2 ) + 0((6x)2 ) which is the 
same truncation error as the Zabusky-Kru kal finite differenc m thod. The 
method has a tabili ty requirement of 
6t I 1 I (6 x)3 ~ (6 x)2umax- 2 
which is less r strictive than Zabusky-Kru kal's method. 
3.2.2 Goda's Schem e 
Goda' scheme [13] uses a forward cliff renee schem in t im , a c ntral 
differ nc scheme .in th Uxxx term, and a combination of m th d for the 
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nonlinear term UUx . 
( -
1 (u +1 - u·-1)) u 26.x 1 1 1 
1 
26,x (Uj+JUj- Uj - 1Uj) 
1 
26,x (Uj+1U(jJ ) - Uj - 1U (j2) ) , 
where the references to time steps have been temporarily omitted for the 
sake of simplicity. The two occurances of the function u are approximated 
differently. The first is approximated by a forward explicit average U(jl) ~ 
Huj + UJ+1) and the second by a backward explicit average U(j2) ~ ~(uj + 
Uj_ 1) . Goda's method is largely implicit, with the exception of the ap-
proximations for U(l) and u(2). Goda's approximation for the KdV equation 
(ut + UUx + Uxxx = 0) is 
1 ( n+1 , n) + 1 ( n+1( n n ) n+l( n n ) ) b.t uj - aJ b.x uJ+1 uj + u j + l - uj - l uj + uj_1 
+ 1 ( n+1 2 n+l + 2 n+l n+l) 0 (3 4) 2(6.x)3 uj+2 - uj+1 un-1- uj-2 = . . 
The method has a truncation error of O(b.t) + O((b.x)2 ) and is uncondi-
tionally stable, meaning that stability is achieved for any choice of b.t. 
3.3 Fourier / P seudospectral Methods 
The Fourier j pseudospectral method is a global approximation method 
which has several advantages over finite difference methods. Due to the 
properties of the Fourier transform F for derivatives for a function f , that is 
F (~) = (ik) 71 F(j), no approximation for the spatial derivatives is neces-
sary. T hus, a smaller number of grid points are required for the algorithm. 
Overall , the computing memory and number of computations can be reduced 
significantly in a given problem. Detailed descript ions can be found in the 
books [28], [15], and especially [8] . 
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3.3.1 Fornberg & Whitham's method 
This method u 'e the Fourier tran form. Because of thi , the patial 
domain [ -p, p] i ·normalized to [0, 21r] under the change of variable x --+ 
x1r jp + 1r. The normalized KdV quation i 
7r 1!"3 
Ut + 6-UUx + 3U:rxx = 0, p p (3.5) 
u(O, t) = u(21r, t) 
(see [9]). For N qually spaced point , d fine 6.x = 21r / N. On the discrete 
Fourier spac the solution u(x t) take the form 
N - 1 
Fu = u = _1_ L u(j6.x , t) - 2rrijk/N, 
IN j=O 
u = p - J(F(u)) = p -lu = ~ L 'u(k,t)e2rri.ik/N, 
k 
N N 
k = -2, .. . , - 1, 0, 1, .. . , 2- 1. 
Using a leapfrog t ime step, we apply the Fourier transform to th spatial 
domain. 
p - l F(uxxx) 
p - I F(ux) 
F - 1 (ik)3 F(u) = - iF- 1(k3 F(u)) 
iF- 1(kF(u)) 
:::} UUx = iuF- 1(kF(u)), 
where we have u ed F ( ~=~) = (ik)nF(u). 
W can now approximate the solution: 
Ut + 
7r 7T3 
6-UUx + 3Uxxx = 0 (3.6) p p 
'Ut + 
7r 1!"3 
6iu- F - 1(kF(u))- i3 F - 1(k3 F(u)) = 0 p p 
2~t (uj+l - uj1- 1) + 7r 1!"3 6iu- F- 1(kF(u)) - i 3 F - 1(k3 F(u)) = 0 p p 
u':l+ l - u':l- 1 + J J 
3 
2i6.t{6uj?!_F- 1 (kF(u)) - 1!"
3 
p - l(k3 F(u))} = 0. 
p p 
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Thus we have obtained a pseudospectral method for the KdV equation. 
However, Fornberg and Whitham's original work included a modification to 
the final term: 
This modification is intended to yield higher accuracy at high wavenumbers, 
and requires thr e Fourier transforms per tim t p, ju t as before the mod-
ification. 
The truncation rror of this method is of order (O(~t)2 + O(~x)). The 
requirement for the first pseudospectral method is ~t < ( ~x )3 / 1r3 , and for 
the second is ~t < 3(~x)3 / 27r2 [9, p.376] . Since ~x < 1, it is known that 
(~x)3 < (.6.x)2 , that is, a larger time step ~t can be used, which saves on 
computation time. 
3.3.2 Taha & A blowitz 
Taha and Ablowitz compared (19 2) six different methods in the numer-
ical computation of the KdV quation [27]: 
• Zabusky-Kruskal scheme 
• Greig-Morris Hopscotch method 
• Scheme due to God a 
• Proposed local cheme 
• Scheme sugg ted by Kruskal 
• Split step Fourier method by Tappert 
• P eudospectral method by Fornberg and "Whitham 
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The scheme suggested by Kruskal was based on his suggestion for the 
equation Ut + Uxxx = 0 in which the disper ion term Uxxx was to be approxi-
mated by 
1 ( n+ l 3 n+l +3 n+ l n+l) 2(.6x)3 uj+2 - uJ+l uj - uj -I 
+ 2(~x)3 (u'J+1 - 3uj + 3uj_ 1 - uj_2). 
The proposed local scheme was based on an inverse cattering transform 
(see [7]). The authors ' results compared the performance of their propo ed 
local scheme to the other aforementioned m thod on only the single soliton 
solution. Their conclusion, somehow not unpredictably, show d that the 
propo ed local scheme was the mo t accurate. Seven years later, Nouri and 
Sloan [22] tested the proposed local scheme on the two soliton solution. It 
was dominated by a different Fourier pseudospectral method by Chan and 
Kerkhoven [5]. "The results show that the local scheme is more efficient 
than th pseudospectral scheme on the 1-soliton problem, but less efficient on 
the more difficult 2-soliton problem. However the differen s in computing 
times are not large, and the results support the claim by Taha & Ablowitz 
that finite difference schemes based on the inverse scattering transform (IST) 
provide good approximations for equations which are solvabl by the IST." 
3.3.3 Semi-Implicit Scheme (Chan & Kerkhoven) 
One of the methods authored by Chan and Kerkhoven uses a Crank 
icholson method for the linear term U xx x and a leapfrog method for the 
nonlinear term written as -3(u2)x· To date, the fastest method with which 
to olve the KdV i~ Chan & Kerkhoven's semi implicit cheme. 
The linear term i approximated as 
U xxx 
F( Uxxx ) 
1 ( n+ l + n) ~ 2 U j U j XXX 
~ ~F{ (uj+ 1 + uj ) xxx } 
-ik3~F(u~+l + un) 2 J J ) 
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and the nonlinear 'term as 
which yi lds the following: 
1 
26..t F(uj+
1
- u;-1)- 3ikF((uj)2 )- ik3 F(u't' + ujt) O, 
F(uj+1 - u;-1)- 6ik6..tF((uj) 2 )- 2ik3 6..tF(uj+1 + ttj) 0, 
F(uj+1)- F(ujt- l)- 6ik6..tF((uj)2)- 2ik36..t(F(u't1) + F(uj)) 0, 
F(uj+1) = ~(k) (F(u;- 1) + 6ik.6tF((ujt)2 ) + 2ik3 .6tF(uj)) 
u't1 - p - I { ~(k) (F( uj- 1) + 6ik6..tF( ( uj)2) + 2ik3 6..tF( uj'))} , 
where ~(k) := (l-2i~3 t.t). This method r quires two FFT per time tep and 
requires that 
(6,. )2 3J3_1_ t < 2 lal3 
(where a is th coefficient on the nonlinear term) for stability. 
3.4 Collocation 
3.4.1 Collocation in Space and Time 
Brunner and Roth [4] consider d the u of collocation in both pa e and 
time to olve equation of the form 
Ut + A(u) 
u(x,O) 
0, t E (0, T], 
= ¢(x), x E S1 := JR, 
where A( u) is a linear or nonlinear op rator of u and its derivativ s in the 
spatial domain. The spatial derivative ar a. sumed to approach zero as 
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lxl ---+ oo. The solution u(x, t) is approximated by a linear combination of 
time-dependent basis functions U(x, t) on [a, b] x [0, T]. The spatial domain 
D is partitioned as nx := {llM : a = Xo < X! < ... < XM = b}, with 
hm := Xm+l- Xm and h := max{hm}, m = 0, 1, ... , ./IIJ- 1. 
d 
U(x, t) = L B1(x)w1(t.), 
j=l 
where d := MfJ and the B1 are a B-spline basis {3 := {B1(x) : 1 ~ j ~ d} with 
the first and last (p + 1- 6)/2 removed. The fJ is chosen 8 E {1, 2, ... ,p + 1} 
where p is the maximum degree of the polynomials in the polynomial space 
1rp. 
Approximating the system, we have 
0, Bw' + A(Bw) 
Bw <I> initial condition, 
where B E JRdxd is the matrix with B1(xi) in row i and column j, and 
w := (wi, ... , wd)r. 
On each subinterval Dm := [xm, Xm+I], set Xm6+i := Xm +cihm, i = 1, .. . , fJ, 
and collocation parameters 0 ~ c1 < c2 < ... < c<> ~ 1. To avoid instabilites, 
the introduction of additional meshpoints are needed beyond the endpoints 
a and b. At these new meshpoints, new knots fJ need to be introduced as 
well. Assuming that exactly f.L new meshpoints are placed at each endpoint, 
then the new meshpoint sequence is x_~-'' ... , a= Xo, ... XM = b, ... , XM+w 
Now collocation is applied to the temporal domain [0, T]. Partition nt := { n~ : 0 = to < ... < tn = T} and take the functions Wj(t), j = 1, ... , A! fJ in 
a polynomial spline space. Introduce the temporal collocation points TN := 
{in := tn + rlTn : / 1 E [0, 1], 0 ~ n ~ N- 1}. Letting Tn := tn+l- tn for 
n = 0, ... , N- 1, we have 
dw 
dt 
_2_(b(n) _ a(nl ), 
Tn 
w = (1- rl)a(n) + ~(1 b (n)) 
on (tn, tn+l). 
Applying this to the KdV, we have 
Bw' - 6Bw ® B'w + B"'w 
Bw 
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0, 
<I> initial condition. 
Using a pi cewise linear time int rpolant, the initial conditi n b comes 
The algorithm is a follows. First olve the equation direct! above for 
a CO) . ext, for a glv n a Cnl : 
• Solve(~';:' = (1 - ,I)a Cnl + r 1b (nl) for b Cnl in order to get w (t) on the 
interval [tn, t n+ll· 
• Solv for U(x, t) anywhere on the strip [a., b] x [tn tn+d· 
• Obtain a Cn+l) from b (n) . 
U ing Gauss point at the me h points in time yi lds sup rconv rgent 
error e timat O((~t)2q, (~x)26 ) for q and o Gauss point in ach ubinterval 
of time and space, respectively. Regarding stability of this m thod, Brunner 
and Roth stat that "On a uniform me h [ ... ] and working in the spatial splin 
spaces S( 4, 3, llf.4 ) and S(5, 3, nM ), we found no evidence of instability with 
q = 1 or q = 2." [4, p. 379, 380] 
3.5 Finite Element Methods 
3.5.1 Petrov-Galerkin Method 
Sanz-S rna and Christie used a P trov-Galerkin ( "PG") method to valu-
ate th KdV + quation [25]. Th reader could recall that th Petrov-Gal rkin 
method i similar to the Galerkin m thod with the exception of th allowance 
for the basi functions of the te t and trial functions to diff r. anz-Serna 
and Chri ti method u ed the typical hat functions for th trial function 
[the u] and Hermite cubic polynomial for th test function [th v]. Th se 
authors tat : " he Petrov-Galerkin approach enable us to us a C0 inter-
polant, resulting in a much low r computational effort than t hat as ociat d 
with th tandard Galerkin method bas d on splines or Hermit cubics." 
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Starting from the KdV + equation, multiply by a te t function v and 
integrate the disp rsion term by parts twice. 
Ut + UUx + EUxxx = 0, 
UtV + UUxV + EUxxxV = 0, 
[
00 
UtV dx + 1: UUxV dx + E ( UxxVI~ - [ UxxVx dx) = 0, 
(ut, V) + (uux, v) + E ( UxxVI_ - UxVxi_ + [
00 
1ixVxx dx) = 0, 
(ut, v) + (uux, v) + E ( UxxVI_oo- UxVaL + (ux, Vxx)) = 0, 
where(-,·) denotes the L2 inner product: (f,g) = J_ f(x)g(x) dx. 
Above, we have implicitly demanded that v(x) E C 1 . Pr t nding that w 
hav tak n v as a ho tage, we further demand that v(x) ____, 0 as lxl ____, 
and we retrieve that 
(3.7) 
Using the finite lement method, w introduce the uniformly-spaced mesh 
x0 < x 1 < .. . < Xn with spacing h and use finite elements in the spatial 
domain for both test and trial function : 
n 
U(x, t) = L Ui(t)¢i(x). 
i=O 
n 
v(x, t) = L Vj(t)'lj;J(x) 
i = O 
and demand that t he trial functions ¢i hav compact support. The capital 
U denote the approximate solution. Equation (3. ) th n becomes 
(Ut , Vj't/Jj) + (UUx, Vj'lj;j) + c(Ux, (vj 'lj;j)xx) = 0, 
(Ut , Vj'lj;j) + (UUx, Vj'lj;j) + c(Ux, v)'lj;j)xx) = 0, 
Vj(Ut, 'lj;j ) + Vj(UUx, 'lj;j) + EVj (Ux, ('lj;j)xx) = 0 
(Ut, 'lj;j) + (UUx , 'lj;j) + c:(Ux. ('lj;j)xx) = 0, 
wher j = 0: n. 
ext we choose th trial function ¢( x) to be the familiar piecewise lin ar 
hat function ' at e&.ch node xi. Thu cPi (xi) = 6iJ, the more familiar Kronecker 
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delta function. Thu Ui(xi, t) = Ui(t)<f;i(xi) = Ui(t)6ij = Ui(t) wh n i = j . 
Next, we choose the test function '1/;(x). Since we are using a Petrov-Galerkin 
method rather than the Galerkin method we are no longer fore d to u e the 
same fun tion as both the test and th trial function. We define 
For purpos s of accuracy, we want a five-point approximant for 1Lxxx· Thus '1/; 
must hav support on [-2, 2], which means that it will be a cubic polynomial 
in each int rval [i, i + 1] for i= -2, -1, 0, 1. Choosing Hermit polynomials, 
we have that 
with 
Finally, 
cr(x) { (JxJ - 1 ) 2~2JxJ + 1) 
p(x) = { x(Jx J
0
- 1)2 
cr(O) = p'(O) = 1, 
cr( -1) = cr(1) = 0 
cr' ( -1) = cr' ( 0) = cr' ( 1) = 0, 
p( -1) = p(O) = p(1) = 0, 
p'(-1) = p'(1) = 0. 
if JxJ ~ 1 
otherwi , 
if JxJ ~ 1 
otherwi e, 
'1/; (x) = cL1cr(x + 1) + a0cr(x) + a 1cr(x- 1) + 
!3- IP(X + 1) + f3op(x) + fJ1p(x - 1) 
wher ai = '1/; (i) and {Ji = '1/J'(i). 
With th eat our disposal, the sy tern (Ut '1/;j )+(UUx, '1/;j )+c(Ux, ('1/;j)xx ) = 
30 
0 becomes (hold your breath) 
6
1
0 (9a1 + 2f31)Ui+2 + (9ao + 42a1 + 2/3o)Ui+1 
+ (42ao + 9a1 + 9a_1- 2/31 + 2j3_J)(Ji 
+ (9ao + 42a_1 - 2f3o)Ui-l + (9a_1 - 2j3_I)(Ji-2) 
1 2 
+ 60h ((9a1 + 2/31)Ui+2 + (12a 1 + /31)Ui+1Ui+2 
+ (9ao + 2/3o- 6/31 )Ui2+1 + (12ao- 12a1 + f3o + f31)UiUi+1 
+ (9a_J - 9al - 6/3o + 2/3- 1 + 2/3J)U? (3. ) 
(12ao- 12a_1- f3o- f3_ 1Ui-1Ui- (9ao- 2/3o + 6j3_I)U?_1 
(12a_1 - f3_J)Ui-2ui-1 - (9a_l - 2f3_I)U?_ 2) 
c 
+ h3 ( -/31Ui+2 + (2/31- f3o)Ui+1 + (2/3o- /31- j3_1)Ui 
+ (2/3-1 - f3o)Ui-1- f3_1ui-2) = o, 
for i = 0 : n, where (J denotes a partial derivative with respect to t. We et 
U which lie off of the mesh as zero; that is U_2 = U-1 = Un+l = Un+2 = 0. 
By [25, p. 79], Taylor expansions to equation (3.8) yield the requirement 
that we et the relationship of the a and /3 a follow : 
a_I + ao + a1 = 1, 
!3-J + f3o + f3I = 0, (3.9) 
/3-1 - /31 = 0. 
W d mand that the test functions be symmetric, so we have more con-
straints due to the conservation properties [25, p. 97]: 
a_1 a! 
!3-1 = - /31 
f3o = 0 
(3.10) 
From equations (3.9) and (3.10), we see that -2/31 1, so j3_1 = ~~ 
/31 = -~. \iVith /30 , j3_1 /31 as such, we can only choose on free parameter: 
a1 . From here we consider test functions '1/J(x) which depend on that single 
parameter a= a 1 [25, p. 97]. 
Thus, our PG method is as follows , broken clown via each term: 
1 . . . . 
Ut = 60 ((9a- 1)Ui+2 + (9 + 24a)Ui+1 + (44- 66a)Ui 
+(9 + 24a)Ui+1 + (9a- 1)Ui-2), 
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and 
UUx = (1/120h)(18a- 2)Ul+2 + (24a- 1)Ui+2Ui+1 
+(24- 36a)Ui2+1 + (23- 72a)Ui+1 Ui - (23- 72a)UiUi-l 
-(24- 36a)Ul_1 - (24a- 1)Ui- 1Ui-2 - (1 a- 2)Ul_2, 
3.5.2 The 'modified ' P etrov-Galerkin method 
The modified Petrov-Galerkin method (mPG) for the KdV is implistic 
in nature; in fact , it takes the same approximation approach as th method 
by Greig and Morris. The nonlinear term uu.~. is written as ( u22 ) x and is 
approximated by 
which makes the rnethod fourth-order accurate [25]. 
The results were astounding. 11 A mentioned in the introduction, the 
mPG method was superior to the other m thods used. Du to the fourth-
order accuracy in space, the error in the mPG method shrank more quickly 
than the r gular PG method. 
3.5.3 Local Discontinuous Galerkin Method 
In what might be the called the most ignificant [and inter ting] numer-
ical method development of the 21st century with respect to the KdV qua-
tion, Yan & Shu (2001) [28] use a combination of a discontinuous Galerkin 
nsanz-Serna and Christie used the ini t ial condition f( x) = 3c scch2 (kx +d) with the 
para meters c = 0.3, c; = 0.0004 4, jC!'4E., d = - k , and o. = ~. 
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finite elements and stable nonlinear high order Runge-Kutta method . Re-
spectively, these are applied to the spatial and temporal dimension . First 
they write the equation as a first order system and apply the LDG method 
to it. As a result, three systems of first ord r arise, each of which is assign d 
a corresponding test function. 
Th method is stable for general nonlinearities of th form 
Ut + f (u) x + (r'(u)g(r(u) x)x)x = 0. 
Introduce the variables 
q = r(u)x 
p = g(q)x, 
and then the above equation can be written as 
Ut + (f(u) + r'(u)p)x = 0, 
P- g(q)x = 0, 
q - r(u)x= O. 
Discretizing with the discontinuous Galerkin method we us thr e t st func-
tion v , w , z, integrate over the interval Ij := [xj- ! , xj+4] (j = 1 : N ) and 
integrate by parts. We are looking for piecewise polynomials u, p, q E Vt.. x 
such that 
J UtV dx- J (j(u) + r'(u)p)Vx dx + (/ + r'p)J+4 v;+4 
-(/ + 1:'p) ·_ l v+ 1 = 0 
J 2 J - 2 j pw dx + j g(q)wx dx- gJ+4 wJ+4 + 9j- 4w;_4 = 0, 
J qz dx + j r(u) zx dx - f 1·+1z-:-+ 1 + f 1·_lZ+ 1 = 0, 2 J 2 2 J-2 
wher all J are ov r Ij. Definition of what w mean by the hatted func-
tions (numerical fluxes) is necessary, and it is these choices that will nsure 
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stability: 
f ](u-, u+) , 
r(u+) - r(u- ) 
r' 
tt+- u-
P - p+, 
g g(q- ,q+), 
r r(u- ), 
wher each hatted function m(u-, u+) i a monotone flux for m(u). That is, 
m(u- u+) i Lipschitz continuou in both arguments has consi ten y uch 
that m(u, u) = m(u) and is nonincreasing in u+ and nonde reasing in u- . 
Define the flux a the Lax-Friedrich flux 
~ 1 ) f(u-, u+) = '2 (f(u- ) + f(u+) - a(u+ - u-) , 
where a = maxulf'(u)j . 
T his schem is £2 stable: 
(3.11) 
where the fi are numerical entropy flux s. This expression can b umm d 
over all j to how £ 2 stability [2 , p. 776]. 
The error stimate for thi schem i 
iiu(x t) - U(x,t)ll2::::; C~xk+~ . 
This m thod with a.n implicit e scheme 
where we impose the restriction ~ ::::; (} ::::; 1, is table as long a it atisfies a 
cell entropy inequality and th £ 2 stability (3 .11). The proof of this an be 
found upon [2 , p. 777]. 
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3.6 Summary of Numerical Methods 
As mentioned before, the nonlinear term is sometimes written as -6uux, 
+6utLx, or +uux . In the following tabl , the equation will b called KdV 
+ KdV or KdV + re pectively. Thu , + KdV will mean Ut + 61LUx + Uxxx· 
Table l: Summary of umerica.l Method . 
I Equation I Spatial Domain I arne of Method I Reference I 
KdV+ IR Zabusky-Kruskal FDM [29] 
KdV+ IR Greig & Morris Hopscotch [14] 
KdV+ IR Goda's scheme [13] 
+KdV [0, 2n] Fornberg & Whit ham Pseudospectral [9] 
+KdV IR proposed local scheme [27] 
KdV [0, 2n] semi-implicit scheme [5] 
KdV lR collocation in space and time [4] 
KdV+ IR Petrov-Galerkin method [25] 
KdV+ IR modified Petrov-Galerkin method [25] 
+ KdV IR local discontinuous Galerkin method [28] 
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4 Chosen Experimental Methods 
The author of this paper chose the following method to employ. Starr d 
( *) methods indicate that th author has included a modification to that 
m thod. 
• Zabusky-Kruskal Finite Difference Method(*) 
• Pseudospectral Method 
• Fornberg-Whitham Pseudospectral Method 
Th reader should note that for graphs which compare the analytical 
solution to the experimental solution the former will b r presented by a 
solid line, and the experimental solution will be represented by a dashed 
line. 
4.1 Zabusky-Kruskal FDM 
Similar to previously discussed, we apply the method of Zabusky-Kruskal 
to the +KdV, Ut + 6u'Ux + U xx x = 0. Assume a uniform mesh in the spatial 
domain with step size !::.x. 
Th KdV equation is approximated just as befor , with the addition of the 
coefficient +6 in front of the nonlinear term. The interim steps are omitted 
to evade the possibility of the reader conducting narcolepsy: 
require that 
in order to be stable. 
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For simplicity, both the initial condition u(x 0) and the fir t 'tcJ ·u(x, !J.t ) 
were given to the program (a copy of which i located in the App ndices). 
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Figur 2: ZK Finite Difference method with N = 29 , b:.t = 3. 64le- 004, plotted 
at 26.t , tr, 1T, ~T, T wh re T = 5.0. The error of the method for these param ters 
is 0.0881. 
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Figure 3: ZK Finite Difference method wit h = 29 6.t = 3. 641e- 004 plotted 
a t i T . T whC'r T = 10.0. The error of the m t hod for these parame-ters is 0.4661. 
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Figure 4: ZK Finite Difference method wi th = 29 . t:J.t = 3.8641e- 004. plotted at 
T where T = 0.25, after a la rge (unshown) soli t n pli ts into two ·mall r oli tons. 
The e rror of th method for these param ter i 0.1769. 
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4.2 mZK : modified Zabusky-Kruskal 
Consider the central difference approximation to the nonlinear term +6uux. 
Instead of an average over three points and a central difference approxima-
tion to the first derivative, we derive an approximation in a different way. 
Observe that 
( 4. 1) 
Now we approximate 3( u2 )x using a central difference approximation. Define 
w(x, t) := u2 (x, t). Then we have 
3(u2 )x 3wx 
3 ( n n ) ~ 2.6.x wj+1 - w i-1 
2~x ((uj+1)2- (uj_l)2) 
which has a truncacion error of 0( .6.x2 ), that is, exactly 
The mZK method is then 
n+1 n- 1 3.6.t (( n )2 ( n )2) .6.t ( n n 2 n n ) 
u1 = uj - .6.x uj+l - u1_1 - .6.x3 uH2 - 2u1+1 + u1_1 - u1_2 
The result is refreshing. The method was run with the same inputs as t he 
ZK method: N = 2-9 and .6.t = 3.8641e- 004 for timeT= 5.0. At timeT, 
the method had an error of 0.0503 - but the error of the original ZK method 
was 0.0881 for the same inputs. This result represents a 43% increase in 
accuracy compared to the Zabusky-Kruskal fini te difference method. 
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Figure 5: mZK Finite Difference method wi th N = 29 , tlt = 3.8641e- 004, plotted 
at 2/lt, tT, ~T, ~T, T where T = 5.0. The error of the method for these parameters 
is 0.0503. 
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Figure 6: mZK Finite Difference method with N = 29 , 6.t = 3.8641e-004, plotted 
at ~T, T where T = 10.0. The error of the method for these parameters is 0.2717. 
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F igure 7: mZK Finite Difference method with = 29 8.t = 3. 64l e- 004 plotted 
a t T where T = 0.2r.:. T he error of th method for these parameters is 0.1443. 
4.3 P seudospectral M ethod and Fornberg-Whit ham P seu-
dospectral M ethod 
To demon tra te the pseudosp ctra l method employed by Fornbcrg & 
W hitham , we will first develop the code which uses a pseud spectral method. 
Starting from the + KdV which has b en normalized to [0 , 21r] (3.5), we have 
1f 1f3 
Ut + 6 - 'UUx + ;(Uxxx = 0, p p 
u(O, t) = u(21r, t ). 
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As covered in §3.3.1, our method i 
[see (3 .6) and the appendix], where th first uj- 1 will be analyti ally d ter-
min d. 
Inputs are 6.t = (~~)3 ~ 0.0323(6.x)3 , T = 1.0, th initial condition 
u(x1, 0) = 2 sech2(x1), the analytically d termined u(x1, 6.t) = 2 h2(x1 -
46.t) and N = 27 , th number of [equally pac d] points. 12 W com par the 
error of th exp rimental U(x t) with the xact. solution at. T = 1.0, which 
is u(x1, 1.0) = 2 sech2(x1 - 4.0). Th program yields an error of 6.1 * 10- 3 . 
The rror wa alculated by !!U(x1, T)- u(x1, ~r)l! for all j .. 
The solution U and u were plotted against each other. Th exp rimental 
function U is repr sented by a dash d line, and the true solution u i r pre-
sented by an unbroken lines. The solution i plotted when th program is at 
U(x1, 26.t) (the first stimation) and th times *T, ~T, %T, T wher Tis the 
time to which the solution is calculated. 
l2Thc algorithm requires two timestep of initial dat.a, so we also input th solution 
at t = D.t, that is, tt(x1, D.t) = U(x1, D.t) = 2 scch2 (xj - c5t). Note that we could usc a 
forward Euler for computation of U(x1, D.t). 
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Figure : P seudospectral method with 
T = 1.0. 
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= 27 . plotted at iT ~T, ~T, T where 
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Figure 9: Due to the accuracy of the pseudospectral method , rrors at this cale 
are nearly indi tingui hable by the naked eye. In this graph. we have reduced the 
number of point to = 26 to show that th method is les accurat with fewer 
points, and o that it is clear that both the cxp rimental and t ru olut ious are 
being graphed! 
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Figure 10: The p eudo pectral method with = 29 , T = 5.0, ~t = 5.1903e- 005. 
The solution is plotted for t= 2~t, ~T, T. The error at T i 3.1994e- 004. 
With such a small error it i clear that the program can reasonably 
estimate the true solution u for a ingl oliton solution. But what about 
a two soliton solution , and an interaction between two solitons m ving at 
different peed ·? 
The program was again run with a change in the initial condition, which 
was repla ed L3 with 
( ) _ 3 + 4co h (2x) + cosh(4x) U X, t - - 12 2 (3 o h (x) + cosh(3x)) 
Figur 11 how the solitons splitting. Graphed are both U and u for the 
times t = ~T, T With N = 28 , the method produces an error of 2.51 * 10- 2 . 
t he fir t t ime step: U(.c, 6t) 
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Figure 11 : U and t l are ob ·crvationally similar. 
Figure 12 plot two solitons interacting and subsequently splitt ing. lso 
seen is how the larger wave briefly "transfers" some of its en rgy (alti t ude) 
to the slower wave. 
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Figure 12: The larger oliton overtakes, interacts, and releases the smaller soliton. 
Having an experimentally-funct ioning pseudospectral method , we imple-
ment a change in the approxima tion for Uxxx , in the footsteps of Fornberg & 
W hitham: 
Implementing the change, we retrieve errors of 6.2 * 10- 3 (for N = 27) for 
the single soliton case and 2.80 * 10- 2 (for N = 28 ) in the two soliton case. 
As noted in [27], t his implementation is slightly faster than (4.2) . 
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Figure 13: The FW pseudospectral method with = 29 , T = 5.0, ~t = 2.3459e -
004. The solution i plotted fort = 2~t, ~T, T. The error at Tis 0.0015. 
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Figure 14: The FW p eudospectra.l method with = 29 , T = ".0, !::J.t = 5.1903 -
005. Th !::J.t has been changed to th value t::J.x3 j1r3 the same as the unmodified 
pseudo pectral m thod. The solution i. plotted for t = 2!::J.t. ~T, T. Th .rror at 
T is 3.2169 - 004, which is less than th rror for the unmodified pseudospectral 
method for the same !::J.t. 
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5 Outlook 
5.1 KdV "Family" of equations 
The KdV equations as earlier presented is not the only 'version' of the 
KdV equation. We examine some of them now. 
5.1.1 Modified Korteweg-de Vries Equation 
We first consider the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation14 : 
(5. 1) 
which is accomplished by using the a transformation in the KdV. This trans-
formation , au= ±(6{3 )112ux- f3u2 , was discovered by Miura in 1968 [20]. 
5 .1.2 Generalized Korteweg-de Vries Equation 
The genemlized Korteweg-de Vries equation is as follows: 
fJu _ /3u 83u _ 0 fJt u fJx + 8x3 - ' 
where p is an integer such that p > 2. 
(5.2) 
As if there were not enough "versions" of the KdV, there is another KdV 
family member: common literature refers to t he "Critical" Geneml Korteweg-
de Vries equation (CgKdV). This is the case when the gKdV hasp = 5. It 
is called the critical general KdV equation because the value p = 5 is the 
14 Gibbon: "[The mKdV equation] was named with less imagination [than the KdV 
equation]." [12] 
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critical point at which the solut ions may blowup in finite time. That is, the 
solitary wave solut ions of the gKdV equation are stable if and only if the 
aforementioned p is such that p < 4 [1] . Blowup of solution in finite t ime 
may occur if p > 5 [19]. Th existence of blowup in finite time when p 2 5 
in the Sobolev space H 1 is still an open problem. 
Th e equations have been solved analytically for various function spac , 
including the points in t ime where the solut ion experiences blowup. 
5.2 Two-Dimensional KdV Equation 
Th KdV equ8tion in two dimensions is called K adomtsev-Petviashvili 
equation (hereafter KP equation) and is written 
and has a large set of exact quasip riodic solutions, each of which con ist of 
N independent phases. Some 'real-life' applications of the KP equation have 
been obs rved, such as in the Strait of Gibraltar and th Dordogne River in 
southwestern France. One such ob ervation was made in 1984 by the NASA 
spac shutt le STS 41-G. 
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Pig ure 15: Picture taken by the TS 41-G in October 19 4 [30] 
5.3 Some Future Work 
Ther - r main more analy i and modifications to be done to the di cu ' ed 
numerical methods. U ing the conservation form of the nonlinear term uux , 
that i , ~(u2 )x, perhap more accurate m thods can be devised, such as was 
done from th ZK to the mZK. 
In addition, the conservation form of the nonlinear term could br used to 
modify oth r member of the KdV family of equations (see pr vious se tion), 
for instance when th nonlinear term is u2ux, as well as higher order terms 
found in th gKdV: 
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A MATLAB Code Examples 
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A.l MATLAB Code for Zabusky-Kruskal Finite Dif-
ference Method 
See also [29], [27]. 
N 2~9; 
T = 10.0; 
p = 100; 
h = 2*piN; 
j N; 
J [0:1:j-1]; 
X = 2 * pi * J I N· 
' 
X 
for ii = 1:j 
xx(ii) = p * (x(ii)lpi- 1); 
end 
% Set initial condition. 
for i = 1: j 
u1(i) = 2.*(sech(xx(i))) .~2; 
end 
dt = h~3 I (4+6*(h~2*max(u1))); 
for i = 1: j 
u2(i) = 2 . *(sech(xx(i)- 4. *dt)).~2; 
end 
time = dt; 
counter = 0; 
b2 = - dtl(h) * 2; 
v2 = dtl(h~3); 
while time<(T) 
time = time + dt 
u(1) = u1(1 ) + b2*(u2(2) + u2(1) + u2(j)) *(u2(2) - u2(j)) 
- v2 *(u2(3)- 2*u2(2) + 2*u2(j) - u2(j-1) ) ; 
u(2) = u1(2) + b2*(u2(3) + u2(2) + u2(1)) *(u2(3) - u2(1)) 
- v2 *(u2(4)- 2*u2(3) + 2*u2(1) - u2(j)); 
u(j-1)=u1(j-1) + b2*(u2(j) + u2(j-1) + u2(j-2))*(u2(j) - u2(j-2)) 
- v2 *(u2(1) - 2*u2(j) + 2*u2(j-2)- u2(j-3)); 
u(j) = u1(j) + b2*(u2(1) + u2(j) + u2(j-1))*(u2(1) - u2(j-1)) 
- v2 *(u2(2) - 2*u2(1) + 2*u2(j-1)- u2(j-2)); 
for i = 3:j-2 
u(i) = u1(i) + b2*(u2(i+1) + u2(i) + u2(i-1))*(u2(i+1) - u2(i-1)) 
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- v2 *(u2(i+2) - 2*u2(i+1) + 2*u2(i-1)- u2(i-2)); 
end 
end 
counter 
u1 u2; 
u2 u · 
' 
counter + 1 
u ans 2.*(sech(xx - 4*time)).-2; 
time 
error max(abs(u_ans - u)) 
plot(xx,u, '--' ,xx, u_ans, ' -') 
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A.2 MATLAB Code for 'modified' Zabusky-Kruskal 
Finite Difference Method 
N = 2-9; 
T = 10.0; 
p = 100; 
h = 2*p/N; 
j = N; 
J = [0:1:j-1]; 
X = 2 * pi * J I N; 
for ii = 1:j 
xx(ii) = p * (x(ii)/pi- 1); 
end 
% Set initial condition . 
for i = 1: j 
u1(i) = 2.*(sech(xx(i))).-2; 
end 
dt = h-3 I (4+6*(h-2*max(u1))); 
fori= 1:j 
u2(i) = 2.*(sech(xx(i) - 4. *dt)).-2; 
end 
time = dt; 
counter = 0; 
b2 = -dt/(h) * 3; 
v2 = dt/(h-3) ; 
while time<(T) 
time = time + dt 
u(l) = u1(1) + b2* ((u2(2)). -2 - (u2(j)). -2) 
- v2 *(u2(3) - 2*u2(2) + 2*u2(j) - u2( j-1)); 
u(2) = u1(2) + b2* ((u2(3)).-2- (u2(1)).-2) 
- v2 *(u2(4)- 2*u2(3) + 2*u2(1) - u2(j)); 
u(j-1)=u1(j - 1) + b2* ((u2(j)) . -2- (u2(j-2)) . -2) 
- v2 *(u2(1)- 2*u2(j) + 2*u2(j-2)- u2(j-3)); 
u(j) = u1(j) + b2* ((u2(1)).-2- (u2(j-1)).-2) 
- v2 *(u2(2)- 2*u2(1) + 2*u2(j-1)- u2(j-2)); 
for i = 3:j-2 
u(i) = u1(i) + b2*((u2(i+1)) . -2- (u2(i-1)) . -2) 
- v2 *(u2(i+2) - 2*u2(i+1) + 2*u2(i-1) - u2(i-2) ); 
end 
counter counter + 1 
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end 
u1 
u2 
u2; 
u; 
u ans 2.*(sech(xx- 4*time)).-2; 
time 
error = max(abs(u_ans - u)) 
plot(xx,u, '--' ,xx, u_ans, '-') 
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A.3 MATLAB Code for Pseudospectral Method 
See also [26]. 
clear,clc,close 
N 2~9; 
T = 10.0; 
p = 100; 
norm = pi/p; 
dx 2*p/N ; 
dt = (dx)~3 I (pi)~3; % 1/pi~3 \approx 0.0323 
j [0:1 : N-1]; 
X = 2 * pi * j I N; 
for ii = 1:N 
xx(ii) = p * (x(ii) /pi- 1); 
end 
for ii = 1 : N 
uO(ii) 2.*sech(xx(ii)).~2; 
u1(ii) = 2.*sech(xx(ii) - 4. * dt) . ~2; 
end 
counter = 0; 
time = dt; 
while time < T 
time 
for ii = 1:N 
U(ii) = (-1)~(ii-1)*u1(ii); 
end 
U = fft(U); 
for iii = 1 : N 
FFT(iii) = (iii-1-N/2)*U(iii); 
FFT3(iii)=(iii- 1-N/2)~3*U(iii); 
end 
IFFT = ifft(FFT); 
IFFT3= ifft(FFT3); 
i = sqrt(-1); 
for ii = 1:N 
first(ii ) 
third(ii ) 
(-1)~(ii-1) * -6*i* norm* u1(ii) * IFFT(ii); 
(-1)~(ii-1) * i * norm~ 3 * IFFT3(ii); 
end 
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end 
for ii = 1:N 
post(ii) 
end 
for ii = 1:N 
first(ii) + third(ii); 
u(ii) = uO(ii) + 2 * dt * post(ii); 
end 
for ii = 1:N 
end 
uO(ii) u1(ii); 
u1(ii) = u(ii); 
time = time + dt; 
counter = counter + 1 
u ans 2.*sech(xx- 4*(dt * counter)) . -2; 
error max(abs(u_ans - u1)) 
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A.4 MATLAB Code for Fornberg-Whitham Pseudospec-
tral Method 
N 2-9; 
T 10.0; 
p 100; 
norm = pi/p; 
dx = 2*p/N ; 
dt = 3*(dx)-3 /(2 * (pi)-2) - 0.00001; 
j [0:1:N-1]; 
X = 2 * pi * j I N; 
for ii = 1:N 
xx(ii) = p * (x(ii) /pi- 1); 
end 
for ii = 1 :N 
uO(ii) 2.*sech(xx(ii)).-2; 
u1(ii) = 2.*sech(xx(ii) - 4. * dt).-2; 
end 
counter = 0; 
time = dt; 
while time < T 
time 
for ii = 1:N 
U(ii) = (-1)-(ii-1)*u1(ii); 
end 
U = fft(U); 
for iii = 1:N 
FFT(iii) = (iii-1-N/2)*U(iii); 
FFT3(iii)=sin(norm-3 * (iii-1-N/2)-3 * dt)*U(iii); 
end 
IFFT = ifft(FFT) ; 
IFFT3= ifft(FFT3) ; 
i = sqrt(-1); 
for ii = 1:N 
end 
first(ii) 
third(ii) 
for ii = 1:N 
(-1)-(ii-1) * -6 * i *norm* ul(ii) * IFFT(ii); 
(-1)-(ii - 1) * i * IFFT3(ii); 
u(ii) = uO(ii) + 2 * (dt * first(ii) + third(ii)); 
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end 
for ii = 1:N 
end 
uO(ii) u1(ii); 
u1(ii) = u(ii); 
time = time + dt; 
counter = counter + 1 
end 
u ans 
error 
2.*sech(xx- 4*(dt * counter)).-2; 
max(abs(u_ans - u1)) 
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B Boussinesq's Paper 
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du liC}uide que le \ '0\UU\f' !J l'J\1 tl)', JHl )St ll tra ,•erli une "ection IIOI'malf\ 
F igure 17: Boussinesq's paper, page 2 
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dur~nt un initiHll G, cat i•ga l a celui . w8h, 'lui v~ trouve de plus au deH d e 
()otte section ~u !Jvut Ju m~mu msumt. A uue p rr:miCn! appro x ima tion, 
u nl.! d epend pu clc y , \ll il vient succea•iv('mtmt 
(3) 
» Muhipl10ns b rlernitr·e {3 ) par dy et intJgr·on!( eu c.lt!tl\rminantl:• con· 
llliu tll! au moyen de Ia condition pr6c6d cnte d'incomprc•liibU it~, noull 1\U· 
rous 
( ) •' • d'h , • •' [ lo II ' d'h-l 4 rt=rr+7i+ru;;;; (H1 - ... y' ), Jot'! u,=rr •-rr - n;t;t_. 
Portaut d..tiiS Ia rclaliou ( • ) ,,.pCcifi~e po111' Ia Slu-f~ce libre, les vR\cur:s de " • 
et de u, ctormCes par (3) et ( 4), il vitm l 
( 5) 
• L'integrale premiere de cf!tlc C:qualioc, sa l'on appollc C mtc con · 
!U<IOIC, CM 
(6 ) -= - 3 - ---- ,-- + Co· •;, ,,,, (' ) ' , •• ( ' ') 4 J_..,._, U gH .> H 
on ~nsib!cmcnt, en determin:mt C de mtm iere qut~ Ia clf!rivCP de h P.n .1· 
~o'onuulc pour h = o, de\·elopp:wl. l'expmlentiellA jnsqu'au termc en h1 , 
et oUses·v,.nt qu'on pt!ul, rl'ap1•t\o; ( 5), rt.mplact>r, dans ce ternu•, c.t' pr.r g H. 
dh' (•' ) • • 
-=3 - -11- h - · 
tLf'' g ll' 
. .\u sonunet Je l'oml(l, ol• h -= h, et oi1 1:1. d6riY~e de h en .'\' t'l' l nulle, celt~ 
fornmlc { 7) tJe, ·i.,nt w~ = 8 (11 + h,), q11i R ~te trouYCt't cxpCr·unf'ntRI~m~tnt 
par l . 1\unClll (' t \'~rillbe pa.r l\1. Oa'lin. Si l'ondc Pu.it n~g11 1i Ye ou que h, 
(alors '':.IPut• minimum de h) fist < o, lu nuhne d0riv6C', nuiiP. pour· h :::::: h,, 
t>cr3il im:'IF:in:urt, d'::\prCs (6), pour h> h,: on no pent clone pnappliquer aux 
ondc! nCgativcs b th~oritl llCiuelle, ni , par t;Uite, l'bypothC.otP. ronsisUul l\ 
HJnwttre que"· " dllpt!ndent :ieulerm:ul de .T- wt, y, ou q ut', lheme ;\ nnn 
seconde upproxim!Hion, l'ond,• ~e propaKr unifm·mfment ct Mns se defor~ 
Iller. En effet, J. Russell el M. Bazin onl reconnu qltt! ces omles s'alt (~N'n l 
promplement et qu' elle.' son I ci'ailleurs suivit"s de plmiienrs aut rest alter-
nutivemenl positives e1 nfgatives: on (.)oil se cont~;;~n ttr ju11qu'tt prMeol) it 
Figure 1 Boussinesq's paper, page 3 
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J~ur eg~ rd, de Ia prcmii>re Appros im::~~ t ion , <h•e a L~sr~ngc ('I rCsumi't" par 
I~$ rleux form ••l~s w' = g11 , uTI = t.~h . 
.. Si wt JCsignc 1'-.bsciut'l po01· laqueUe h = h, l'intiograle de (6 ) t~~~ 
(8) Gh, =[~ + c'·~ ( r- .. 1) +,. V~· · .... ,lh. 
J." sul"f:.co libn: est done symCtriqul1 par rupport ~ lo. vertica le mobil<' 
:r: = wt , et f~t tou t P:n tt~reii •Hirliil l & du ntvcau y = 11. Sa courl.lurc , 5cnsi-
hl t:ment meou•·ee par l!t dOrivCc seconde de h til x, n pour ~:~xp•·essiou , 
d'apr~ (5 ), Je quotien t pur ~H ' clc 3/t ( 'J h, - J h) : d y a d (>UX pou 11s 
d'11l0r:c.ion liClll<' mcut, pou r h lo~a l on,.; d~nx tier-s de h,, ct, pn.r •uite, liiH:! 
lit'U ie couvcxiu! C.ll ()(Hie rorm~c par lc h<plid~. \..(' volumo Ouldc Q, fJUi 
couslillle Celie ondo, est, j)ilr uni tC de larl:{eu r , 
1 .. dJ • i"''' 2 Q h;i11 dh = 4v T ' 
in tPgralc dont b "all'ur ti'o b tient e.n mh&ti i UUIH ;) Ia d~r i v~e de x en h :.0 11 
cJo. pn•ision tii'~C (lc (6): on en dOduit }, , et wen function de Q. 
• Supposons actur llemrnt que l'onde •h:~ :.e l tl rmi ne p:~s il son arri~rc, 
com me il :..rr. ve jj elle est prollUito t>ar nne effusion pc• m:wcntc do liquitle 
011 )lar un refoulemcnt continu de l'eau vers lea ~.- JH>r>itifs. Luti vitus s u, v 
ne pourront plus Ctre partout· do aimples fonctiolls de x- wt , J' i car, ai 
l'o1ldc en propagc<lit d';:,prCs les l oi~> pn.!ct deu le , In surfnce, repn!JJcntrc 
pnr (8), fiuirait )t:l l' s'ub11isser, du cOtC des x nlogJi tifs, jusq••'au uivt.lll 
r = T-1, oU J'eau sera it ilmuobilt"1 consfcplCilCC impossiblr cllm~ r hypothC.H! 
d'unr. onde sans fin . Lea cxpe.ricncca de J\1. naz.in, tout en mou tc·ant l 'um~ 
foru1ite du mOU\'Cmcnt de propagation de ll\ lame liquide, 1l' l1UO b:.. utem• 
conr.tante h, , ( jtli fo rme le corps de l'onde, me p;.raifiscn t Ctab lir, t n efrct, 
'] Uti lcs rcnfiE'menu piHci>s fl Ill tetP, t•t dout il 3ppc~lle It> premier tl le plu~ 
l!Jcvr. u11de initial!!, snnt trea~~·Miab lce de fornu~ et de hautcUI·: l ~t t ltem·it~ 
prtcCdcnte ne s'appli<-pte llonc plus. Toutcfois, une JAnmu~t • at iou donne•! 
p.w M. de Sa111 t·Yco:..n t (Comp1c1 r(mlus1 t. l.X.XI, p. d:t6, 18 juiltct 187u) 
pcrmet d'obtenir !11. f(mnulo t xpCrimeutOl le de M. Oa~111, 
c.~ ' = g ( H + •,Sh0 ) , 
IIICnll! d:ms lc C3S oU le r:lpport de h, a H. ne St'rlli l p~s t•·Cs-pctit. Ct'lle clt~­
monstrn tiun, s1mplt~ applicc.t ion (lu th~oreme ~~~·· lt:s quantitCs de mou\'t.: · 
mP.tH , consistt: a consiMrcr p~ndaut un iusta tH 6 In volume ltquidr. com-
prit, au commencement de cct in&t:mt, cnll't' deux 8C<'Iionli x =:. .:x·.-, uU In 
ptofoudct••· est H + h.,~~ .x =x,, ol1 cl lc t:~ t H, et 0 Cgnlcr lo prod1tlt 
F igure 19: Boussinesq 's paper , page 4 
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par I) d e Ia difl'erenco des prru ionJ. o,5pg(fl + h.)2 , u,5pg1P, cxcrcCcs 
s11r lcs deux •cctions, ~ Ia q u:wtitC de mouv~o.mcnts acquisc p:~ r ce vo\umt• 
S\tivant lcs .r, durant lc ntt>rne in:~tau r , quanri tC Cg-.1~ ~~ pw9(11 + ll.) u, en 
vertu de l:t progression de l'oiH.Ie, moins col11:, pt4-U( rt 1 !t. )u,' que pos· 
Abrlt" le llqu•de, Ctrangcr ~HI volume consider~, q ui a tr;n·rr~C Ia section 
x = .r0 pem.iuot l'ioatR.n l 9. Eu rt-mpla~a nt u !J:4.1' 5a vnleur tirCe <11:1 Ia 
rela tion d'incomprt!&•iLii H6 (II + h, ) t4 == h11 w, ct u~gligranl un termc po· 
sill f' Cll h', gCnCrolemcnt IO!Ien~i ble el doni l'omi~sion do it compt'n5el' d'ail-
lcurs celle tl u frottemcnt contre le fo nc1 et tes bords, 1l vicnl bie.u 
t.:~1 =g(H + t ,51t .. ). • 
I'HV:iiQIJF.. - Sur In diuociaticw au J!Oifll do uru dl! lo. thermnrltncrmiqrre. Nott! 
dl'. ru . J . ~lclUl'I Y.I\ , prf~eu tee par M. ll . Sainlf!-CI:urp ne\'lllt:. 
It 111. II. Sointc-CIAire De\·ille, a fJII i I' on cloit h. d~COU \'CI'h! du phJno-
mCnu del In di.uociation, a montni <JU~ Jes gu, •·CpulP.:4 juS<JU'alon indC-
composablcs par ln chaltmr, 6prouvcl)l, au contnurc, par l'ciTet dP. Ia chaleur, 
ullc dtk;omposition progrcssh'<", car.act~ri litl:l par u ne tension de dissocl ;-~ tion 
:iU!ict~pt ible d't;lrc lll f'Su rt:~ en millimCtrt'l' clu me•·curtl, comme Ia 1ension 
d ' unc v~tpen r (c). Les experiences d e M. Oebn y tm r In il issociali<,u Uu ~path 
d' JshuuJe et l 'cfflo reiCeucc ci t.·~ ~els (~). cellett dtJ M. h nml>crt iUJ' Ia rlis-
~oci:llion de certain' cblorures a mm(Hlillcau x it lnuc~., temp~rnture (3 ), ont 
CtAbli quo I~ tensiCJn d u di"ociation croil l\vec Ia lcmpt~raturP., suivRnl uuc 
loi tcllemP.nt r6guliCre, queM. La my a pu fa in~ se•·vir Ia tension de d isso-
ciA tion 3 l11 OlUUI'l~ dr.• temptlr~lllre~ (!, ) . 
• M. n. S.aintc-Cini re n c,·ille It llign:dC le prelll icr I' una Iogie qui c:xistP. 
t ntre la r.lissociation ct In vapori~;~tion, eLtrace nP.IIemcnt In marche ~ !lui-
' 'rc dans \',: tude dP 1:.. dissociation au poin t de \'Ue dt: Ia lhcrmodyn:~:~n ic!IIO. 
Lortoquc la tension de d•s~ociation ~it fooction do Ia tompOnllure seult\ 
com me ccl.t para il 1\\'0lr lieu d'une manier~ g~n~r;~. \c pour tOII!i It~~.;; compo-
~fli dit·ecu , lcs formulei ~LotUiics par l\1. Clausius (5) pour Ia ' 'apori::ation 
ct ln. fu ~ion sont direc tcm(lnl ~ l>pl icMbles i& Ia dis.soti:Hicl!l. 
(1 ) k-f rJfiJ s"rla d;s•rw:lal!t)ll Cailc't t•n 18Ct4 dev• nt !.1. Soc1cte cltiuii•Jtlt ; l,ari~, Ha• htttr. 
- }Jt;fJ'" 111or f'11ffi11;1rf1 I~' l11U:J.tUe, 
(J) C4mp111 w rdtu, t . LXI V, fl. fk13, ~1 t. LXVI, p. 1\)oi. 
( 3} .bmnln rl,l'£c<>l" i'{,.,.,.l.,lt, l. \ ' , r· ug. 
(~) C"'"l''" rtnJu~, t. l~IX , P· 347, ut 1. LXX, fl · ~3. 
(:\) 1'/utorl!! tti&tmlqllt dt:lfl dmflltlr, u~tluih! p:tr f . t 'ulit·, I. I , p. ~9, 41 r l 4n{. 
Figure 20: Boussinesq 's paper , page 5 
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